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ABSTRACT

The recent status of a newly developed PEM pattern inspection system for hp 16 nm node defect detection is presented. A die-to-die defect detection sensitivity of the developing system is also investigated. A programmed defect mask was used for demonstrating the performance of the system. Defect images were obtained as difference images by comparing the PEM images “with defects” to the PEM images “without-defects”. This image-processing system was also developed for die-to-die inspection. Captured images of extrusion and intrusion defects in hp 64 nm L/S pattern were used for detection. 12 nm sized intrusion defect, that was smaller than our target size for hp 16 nm defect detection requirement, was identified without false defects. To improve the performance of hp 16 nm patterned mask inspection for hp 11 nm EUVL patterned mask inspection, defect detection signal characteristics, which depend on hp 64 nm pattern image intensity deviation on EUVL mask, was studied.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a PEM system.
Why doesn’t the sun shine upside down anymore?

Michael T. Postek, Semiconductor and Dimensional Metrology Division, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20855

It is high noon, the sun is directly overhead and the view is looking downward from that perspective. Yet the shadows from the topography of the landscape still fall to the northwest and the edges are greatly enhanced and highlighted. I step forward and nearly slip off a cliff since the actual location of the edge was obscured by those highlights. Where is the edge? I must be careful and accurately place my feet. But, was it always that way? There once was a time when the sun shone from below and the world was once viewed upside down, yet the view and highlights would have been similar. The reasons for the illumination geometry have been lost in antiquity, but now, is it really the right side up? Can we say for sure? We have little first-hand experience in the microscopic world, and as such proper interpretations of any microscopic images are crucial to many industrial applications. Just as crucial as seeing or detecting the accurate location of the cliff edge or in an application such as critical dimension metrology – that is, unless you want to fall, or fail.

How hard can microscopy be? A sample is grabbed and mounted, a button is pushed here and there, a vacuum is pulled and an image shows up over there after some electrons or ions hit here, and signal is generated there, and there, and there. Reams of data are taken. What should we do? What should we do? Clearly, the answer to the question is to attend the upcoming SPIE/Scanning Microscopies meeting and learn more about the scanned beam and probe instruments being used every day in a variety of research and industrial applications. Historically, the Scanning Microscopies conference has been largely associated with the “how’s” and “why’s” and its intent has been more technique and application oriented. Overall the Scanning Microscopies series of meetings have a long history and has strongly contributed to the success of these various forms of microscopy.

The Scanning Microscopies meeting also fosters microscopy education through its in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) sessions. For the fourth year, the Scanning Microscopies Conference will hold a special session for STEM Educators. In the previous sessions, STEM educators from across the country have presented their successes in utilizing microscopy in course curriculums. Sufficient time has now passed and now encouraging data is beginning to come to light demonstrating that microscopy, even introduced into elementary education, fosters inquiry. Those students having that opportunity have been shown to have vastly improved test scores. Fully functional tabletop scanning electron microscopes and atomic force microscopes have been brought into the conference room for attendees use. This year, Ben Dubin-Thaler who is the originator of the BioBus (http://biobus.org/) will bring the “rolling laboratory” to the site and will speak in the STEM session.

The SPIE 2015 SPIE Scanning Microscopies Conference is pleased to be co-locating again with the Photomask Technologies Conference, in Monterey. The Scanning Co-chairs are Dale Newbury, Frank Platek, Tim Maugel and Michael T. Postek. This is the second year of this highly successful co-location and another banner year is anticipated. This conference is re-building and co-locating this meeting with the Photomask Technology Conference has provided a strong synergy between the technologies since so many of the Photomask manufacturers and researchers routinely utilize the various forms of scanned microscopes in research and manufacturing. Photomask Technology attendees are more than welcome to participate in any of the Scanning Microscopies sessions and are encouraged submit papers to the conference. Student participation is highly encouraged.
1. Introduction

Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography (EUVL) stands as the foremost next-generation lithographic technology after the ArF immersion lithography has reached its limit to deliver smaller features. EUVL mask pattern defect detection is one of the major issues to realize device fabrication with EUV lithography. As prescribed by the ITRS 2013 Edition, and based on defect printability simulation, the sensitivity requirement for EUV patterned mask inspection system at sub-16 nm nodes is investigated. We have designed a novel Projection Electron Microscopy (PEM) system, which has proven to be quite promising for hp 1Xnm node mask inspection. Currently, the PEM optics is integrated with a pattern inspection system for the defect detection sensitivity evaluation. Model EBEYE-V30 ("Model EBEYE" is an EBARA's model code) inspection system has a high resolution and high-throughput electron optics. To study the PEM optics system, its potentials for making to the 1X nm node had been addressed by evaluating its die-to-die defect detection sensitivity. A programmed defect mask was used for demonstrating the performance of the system. Defect images were obtained as difference images by comparing the PEM images "with-defects" to the PEM images "without-defects". The image-processing system was also developed for a die-to-die inspection. A targeted inspection throughput of 19-hour inspection time resulting in a throughput determined by a data processing rate of 600MPPS (Mega Pixel Per Second) and a pixel size of 16 nm. And that was then confirmed by measuring an actual mask scanning time. Development of defect detection performance for 16 nm HVM, and studies on hp 11 nm Patterned mask Inspection (PI) technologies are currently in progress.

2. Design Concept and Current Status of the Developing PEM System

Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the PEM system. For the illumination optics, an electron beam is generated from a photoelectron source, and then the beam is deflected by a beam separator. Mask surface is then illuminated through a cathode lens. The design of the imaging optics consists of a cathode lens and a projection lens. Electron image generated at the mask is then focused onto a time-delay integration (TDI) sensor. In scanning the full area during a mask inspection, the mask is scanned in Y direction where a swath image of TDI sensor is captured using its TDI mode option and then step in the X direction. Thus repeating the step and scan movement, the full mask area can be inspected. By its design, the illuminated area is sufficiently large to cover the entire sensor area. The system shows the detection capability for defects in hp 64 nm in the EUVL mask. And this system enables a 19-hour long inspection time resulting in a throughput determined by a data processing rate of 600MPPS (Mega Pixel Per Second) and a pixel size of 16 nm. And that was then confirmed by measuring an actual mask scanning time. Development of defect detection performance for 16 nm HVM, and studies on hp 11 nm Patterned mask Inspection (PI) technologies are currently in progress.

3. Die-to-Die Inspection Experiment

Figure 2 shows the schematics of defect detection sequence using the signal processing. Electron image generated at the mask is focused onto a time-delay integration sensor. The capturing image of a L/S pattern on a sample EUVL mask, with and without pin dot defects are loaded onto an image-processing system (Fig. 2 (a)). After enhancing the defect signal, that was run through the image-processing system (Fig. 2 (b)), processing image of “without-defect” was subtracted from the processing image of “with-defect” (Fig. 2 (c)). The defect was then detected by the defect detection signal.

3.1 Defect detection sensitivity evaluation by capturing image of a programmed pattern defect

Previously, an example of a die-to-die defect inspection result by applying the developed defect detection algorithm was presented. Defect detection sensitivity evaluation was executed with 16 nm size intrusion defects as the targeted defect size for 16 nm node defect detection. And the defect detection sensitivity was carried out for 28 nm sized extrusion defect; the defect could then be identified, although several false defects were also encountered. There still is a need for further improvement to satisfy the hp 16 nm HVM requirements. For the estimation of defect detection requirements for hp 11 nm node devices, reference
is made to the ITRS 2013 Edition that specifies the requirement of 1X nm EUV mask. In order to address pattern size for hp 11 nm on wafer, we focused on a minimum primary feature size of 44 nm on mask. So, it is established that smaller than 13 nm size defect detection would be necessary in order to realize the hp 11 nm node pattern fabrications. In order to predict the defect detection, we also employed a printability simulator. From the simulation, it is learned that more than 13 nm extrusion defect, or more than 20 nm intrusion defect, can cause more than 10% Critical Dimension (CD) error for hp 11 nm EUV lithography. \(^\text{15}\)

These values have roughly met the specifications as prescribed by the ITRS 2013 Edition. So for hp 11 nm node EUV mask pattern defect detection, we targeted on defects larger than 11 nm. To evaluate the defect detection extendibility of the developing PEM optics, defect detection sensitivity of smaller than 16 nm sized defects in hp 64 nm on the mask was evaluated. Hp 64 nm L/S pattern was fabricated by a set of absorber layers that consisted of 14-nm-thick TaBO and 52-nm-thick TaBN on 2.5-nm-thick Ru-cap, on 40 pairs of EUV reflective multi-layers (ML). After enhancing the defect, the pattern signal “without-defect” was subtracted from the signal of “with-defect”. In order to precisely correct the relative displacement between these pattern signals, higher image contrast of mask pattern would be necessary. By a continuous 2D pattern matching, the alignment error is reduced down to be negligibly small. Then, the differential signal higher than the threshold value is identified as the defect signal.

Next, defect detection algorithm adjustment was executed for defect detection sensitivity improvement. The evaluation type of defect was an extrusion defect. Figure 3 shows the defect detection sensitivity evaluation result. The upper row shows SEM image with programmed defects of size 13 nm. The lower row shows the defect detection result with the binary image of image difference and superimposed inspection image. The targeted defect that is marked in a dotted circle is clearly identified although several false defects are also encountered. There is still a need for further improvement to detect the targeted defect without encountering false defects.

Figure 4 shows the defect detection sensitivity evaluation of the intrusion defects. A captured image of a 12-nm intrusion defect in hp 64 nm L/S pattern was used for detection. The upper row shows the SEM image with a programmed defect of size 12 nm. The lower row shows the defect detection result with the binary image of image difference and superimposed inspection image. Applying the image-processing algorithm improvement, the targeted defect marked in the dotted circle is clearly identified without false defects. In order to examine the defect detection sensitivity, which is achieved by the processing image of “without-defect” subtracted from the processing image of “with-defect”, the relationship between signal intensity and defect size was measured for several sizes of programmed defects.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the defect size and signal intensity. The sensitivity of defect detection is expressed as a defect signal-to-noise ratio. \(^\text{13}\) Signal intensity is the defect detection signal at the pixel of the designed defect position. The evaluation types of defects were intrusion and extrusion defects. As the defect size shrinks, signal intensity decreases linearly and is predicted to become zero at the defect size of zero. For the different types of defects, there are similar tendencies between the defect sizes and signal intensities. To realize a higher defect detection sensitivity, signal intensity enhancement by signal processing, image correction by error minimization, error reduction in mask pattern fabrication, and improvement of PEM optics are called for. Comparing the 12 nm sized intrusion defect and 13 nm extrusion defects, the signal intensity of the 12 nm intrusion defect is larger than that of the 13 nm sized extrusion defect. On the condition that the signal deviation of a defect surrounding area remains constant, larger signal intensity can suppress the false defect generation. On the other hand, signal deviation level reduction can reduce the false defect generation while the signal intensity remaining the same. Now we focus on the defect detection signal map generated after enhancing the defect signal. They were run through an image-processing system where the
pattern signal “without-defect” was subtracted from the pattern signal of “with-defect”. Figure 6 (a) shows the SEM image of the programmed defect, and (b) shows the PEM image of the actual defect. Figure 6 (c) shows the defect detection signal map. The defect is a 45 nm sized intrusion defect. The programmed defect is arranged in accordance with the center of the area. The targeted defect position is marked in the dotted circle. The signal intensity increases at the position of the defect, and if the signal intensity value exceeds a threshold level set for the defect detection of the targeted defect size, the defect is then identified. On the condition that as the image noise increases, the position where the image signal exceeds the threshold level appears as a defect, which in the actuality is a false defect.

3.2 Defect detection signal intensity distribution analysis for sensitivity improvement

Next, figure 7 (a) shows the picture of a detection signal of a 32 nm size intrusion defect. Fig. 7 (b) shows a histogram of the distribution of the defect detection signal intensity. There are several error causes for defect detection in the image of “with-defect” and “without-defect”. So, the generated defect detection signal which was calculated from the processed PEM images has a signal value distribution. While the signal intensity increases, the signal intensity frequency also gradually increases and reaches to a local maximum. Then after that the signal intensity frequency reduces to zero. The histogram of Fig. 7 (b) shows the signal intensity of the targeted defect defined by the position of the target on the x-axis representing signal intensity; and it shows a maximum value of the frequency shown by the peak (4) on the signal intensity distribution not being a representation of the targeted defect. Moving further right on the x-axis, toward the increasing end of the signal intensity scale, a small peak (3) is the representation of a targeted defect with a highest intensity in the region and without the occurrence of false defect. A vertical dotted line defines a border on signal intensity scale (x-axis) that separates the signal intensity distribution region on the map from any information on the targeted defect. On the left-hand side of the border, which is pointed out by an arrow (2), there are all signal intensity distributions except any information related to the targeted defect signal intensity in the map. The right-hand side of the border which is pointed out by an arrow (1), there appears only the frequency related to the targeted defect signal intensity. From this relationship, it becomes necessary to achieve sufficient defect signal intensity compared to the signal that may appear from any other position in the map, or to achieve a sufficient difference between the frequencies of
the signal intensity value and the rest of the intensity values. This is indicated by the dotted line serving as a line of demarcation between the areas (1) and (2) resulting in the formation of the targeted defect signals for detecting the targeted defect without encountering false defects.

Here we think about the conditions that focus on the intensity distribution of the defect detection map without false defects. It was found from the signal intensity distribution with small image-noise (except for the targeted defect) that the characteristics of the images “with-defect” and “without defect” were very much the same. But, image acquisition procedure has as many error factors that generate the image characteristics’ deviations. Intra-field image intensity deviation causes intensity fluctuation of the defect detection signal, which leads to the generation of false defects. And, to execute a full area of mask inspection, the mask is scanned in Y direction where a swath image of mask pattern is captured using the TDI mode, and then stepped in X direction. By repeating the step and scan movement, full mask area is thus inspected. The mask position measurement deviation leads to the image position error in calculating the subtracted image of “without-defect” from the processing image of “with-defect”. This error generates a signal difference which is recognized as the false defects. So, the image characteristics’ adjustment, such as comparing the image profile of L/S pattern between the image of “with-defect” and “without-defect”, was executed in order to align the position of each image precisely. The deviation of L/S pattern profile contrast or the signal offset fluctuation caused by the illumination intensity unevenness produces the alignment error. To realize a high-precision alignment between the image of “without-defect” and the image of “with-defect”, it is important to adjust the image characteristics such as illumination unevenness or deviation of L/S pattern profile contrast in advance. Image adjustment effect of the captured images of “with-defect” and “without-defect” was evaluated before the defect detection image-processing sequence. Defect detection sensitivity evaluations are executed under two different conditions as described in below:

First, captured raw images of “with-defect” and “without-defect” are applied for defect detection image-processing. Second, intra-field illumination unevenness and L/S pattern image contrast deviation adjustments are performed in advance, before the defect detection sequence is executed. Figure 8 shows the defect detection results of these two conditions. The defect detection signal
threshold was normalized by the defect detection signal of the targeted defect. Figure 8(a) shows the SEM image of programmed defect, and Figs. (b) and (c) show the binary images of the image difference and superimposed inspection images on the conditions of the first and second cases. Targeted defect was identified as the center of the dotted circle, although several false defects were also detected as shown in Fig. 8 (b).

By applying the image adjustment to the captured images, the targeted defects that are marked in the dotted circles are clearly identified without false defects as shown in Fig. 8 (c). For these two conditions, signal intensity distribution is compared to examine the effect of image adjustment. Signal intensity histograms were fitted by the gamma distribution as the probability density function. Fitted results show good agreements with signal intensity distribution from the raw image data and adjusted image data. Figure 9 shows the fitted probability density function curves from the raw image data and corrected image data. Comparing these two curves, the image adjustment increases the signal difference between the defect signal intensity and the maximum signal intensity that does not include that of the targeted defect in the defect detection signal map. From these results, it is confirmed that the signal intensity distribution change has its influence on the false defect generation in defect detection sequence. To suppress the generation of false defect and to realize the high sensitivity defect detection, investigation of the signal intensity distribution, and signal adjustment that can reduce the maximum value of the signal intensity distribution except the targeted defect, would be required.

4. Summary and Conclusion

We have selected our PEM system for inspection optics because of its good performance for 16 nm node EUV mask pattern inspection and its capability for detecting several types of defects. Now we continue to investigate for the refinement of the 16 nm generation inspection performance down to 11 nm. In addition to the 16 nm intrusion programmed defect in hp 64 nm on the mask, which was clearly observed by applying the image-processing algorithm improvement, defect detection sensitivity of smaller than 16 nm sized defects in hp 64 nm on the mask could be evaluated. As the defect size shrinks, signal intensity decreases; and the linear relationship between the defect size and signal intensity is thus investigated. 13 nm sized extrusion defect is clearly identified although several false defects are also detected. Applying the image-processing algorithm improvement, the 12 nm sized intrusion defect is clearly identified without encountering false defects. It is confirmed that the developing PEM optics has the potential for sub-16 nm node mask pattern inspection. The defect detection condition for a higher defect inspection sensitivity without false defect was discussed. While the signal intensity increases, signal intensity frequency increases gradually and reaches to a local maximum. Then the signal intensity frequency reduces to zero. So the signal intensity of the targeted defect size is larger than at the position where the signal intensity frequency was less than 1. Signal intensity histograms were fitted by the gamma distribution as the probability density function; and the fitted results have good agreement with the experiments. Image adjustment effect of the captured images of “with-defect” and “without-defect” was evaluated before the start of the defect detection image-processing sequence. Image correction of intra-field illumination unevenness and L/S pattern image contrast deviation suppress the generation of the false defects. It is confirmed that the signal intensity distribution change has the influence in the false defect generation of defect detection sequence. As the next step, development for the defect detection signal enhancement and false defect reduction technique by mitigating the captured image error will be addressed for the refinement of 16 nm generation inspection performance down to 11 nm.
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Industry Briefs

■ SEMI Reports 2014 Semiconductor Photomask Sales of $3.2B

By: Solid State Technology

SEMI reports that the worldwide semiconductor photomask market was $3.2 billion in 2014 and is forecasted to reach $3.4 billion in 2016. After increasing 1 percent in 2013, it increased 3 percent in 2014 and is expected to grow 4 and 3 percent in 2015 and 2016, respectively. Key drivers continue to be advanced feature sizes (less than 45 nm) and increased manufacturing in Asia-Pacific. Taiwan remains the largest regional market for the fifth year in a row and is expected to be largest for the duration of the forecast.

Revenues of $3.2 billion place photomasks at 13 percent of the total wafer fabrication materials market, behind silicon and semiconductor gases. By comparison, photomasks represented 18 percent of the total wafer fabrication materials in 2003. Another trend is the increasing importance of captive mask shops. Captive mask shops, aided by intense capital expenditures in 2011 and 2012 and a weakening ‘yen in 2013 and 2014, gained market share at merchant suppliers’ expense, accounting for 53 percent of the total photomask market last year, up from 49 percent in 2013. They represented 31 percent of the photomask market in 2003.


■ Moore’s Law Hits Middle Age Tales from Engineers Who Drove it Forward

By: Rick Merritt, EETIMES

SAN JOSE, Calif. — On April 19, 1965, Electronics magazine published a paper in which Gordon Moore made a stunning observation: About every two years, engineers should be able to cram twice as many transistors into the same area of a silicon chip. Over the next 50 years, engineers more or less managed to maintain that predicted pace of innovation, delivering dramatically better semiconductors. Their efforts were central to the seeming magic of a high tech sector riding an exponential growth curve that became known as Moore’s law. Of the thousands of engineers who have kept Moore’s law going, EE Times interviewed top chip technologists who shared their stories and optimism that progress will continue.

To date the progress Moore’s law represents has not been limited to “just ever faster and cheaper computers but an infinite number of new applications from communications and the Internet to smart phones and tablets,” said Robert Maire, a semiconductor analysts in a recent newsletter. The benefits are measured in trillions of dollars, according to G. Dan Hutcheson, chief executive of VLSI Research. He calculates the deflationary value of packing more features into the same silicon area at $67.8 billion last year alone, with a knock-on value of half a trillion dollars to the overall electronics industry that used the chips. “The market value of the companies across the spectrum of technology driven by Moore’s Law amounted to $13 trillion in 2014,” Hutchison estimated. “Another way to put it is that one-fifth of the asset value in the world’s economy would be wiped out if the integrated circuit had not been invented and Moore’s law never happened,” he said.

■ Imec Honors Morris Chang

By: David Manners, Electronics Weekly

Imec will present its lifetime innovation award to Morris Chang at its June Technology forum in Brussels, for ‘profound and unparalleled impact on the global semiconductor industry.’

‘By not competing with customers, TSMC enabled entrepreneurs to build world-class businesses around designing and marketing chips without the need of a manufacturing facility,’ says Imec, ‘by partnering for manufacturing capabilities, fabless companies can avoid the mammoth costs of operating their own semiconductor fabrication facility and focus on innovation of the circuits.’ (…) “Chairman Chang is immensely respected in the global semiconductor community for his innovative vision and tireless drive to shape the future of technology,” says Imec CEO Luc Van den hove. Since 2005, TSMC has been one of the core partners in Imec’s industrial affiliation program on advanced CMOS technologies. Imec’s unique research platform harnesses the collective expertise and knowledge of the entire value chain of foundries, IDMs, fabless and fab-lite companies, packaging and assembly companies, and equipment and material suppliers.
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